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About This Game

He's back! The American President is locked and loaded for his second term.
This time he must find the source of the ultimate evil corruption. And destroy it.

Better weapons, better graphics, better music, better everything!

Battle your way through the city streets of Chicago to the jungles of Africa fighting
terrorists, fascists, fake News media and evil globalists.

Get help from supporters and cabinet members like vice President Pence.
Equip new devastating weapons like the super shotgun and rocket launcher!

Defend yourself with the all new plasma shield.

Side scrolling action like never before. Jump, duck, dodge and blast your way through or use your smart phone and call in an air
strike!

But beware of the opposition as then will do anything to try and take you down.
This is it. The final battle of good vs evil is in your hands. Good luck.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-core processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: A nVidia or AMD graphics card with latest drivers

Storage: 686 MB available space
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long story short, THIS GAME IS VERY GOOD. This a game has no story but still manages to explain it well with its other
world feature, I feel like this game is a lot like portal. However an issue that is happening with me is that when im in world 1 (
The one with rain) my frame rates drop. like a twelve year olds balls this makes it very hard to play. But when I'm in the second
world the FPS goes up like the Amarica to Canada immigration rates after Donald Trump. I do play this game on OSX if that
helps fix this issue. Thank you.. The only real "challenge" in this title is defined simply by the game mechanics itself. And I'm
not talking about the dimension-changes in the background color\/blocks\/etc.

Imagine you have your white cube. It has real sharp controls. But it's also eternally covered in butter. That you obviously cannot
consume. Now imagine the cube not really behaving like a cube at all but still retains the hit boxes as one since it really acts as if it
is a sphere. Imagine hitting a button that changes gravity. Oh, but not just any button, no no no: it's surrounded by spikes so that
if you didn't hit it just right, you'll slide off the edge ever so slightly and restart the level. Now imagine that, if you do
happen to hit it just right and the gravity changes, you leave it to dumb luck to fit between two sawblades that will also put
you back to start. A pixel to the left? Dead. A pixel to the right? Dead also.

If you are a sadist weirdo enjoy frustrating rage games, get it. If that's not your cup of tea, avoid it. Don't get me wrong: I
love challenging games but the challenge should not be in the controls themselves but rather in the content. Solid concept but
lacks the execution follow-through imo.

However, it does have a pretty solid soundtrack [yet somewhat limited].. This game sounded very promising when i bought it
back in the end of 2015 the devs made updates often and it was fun to play, Now 4 month after last patch (i was told there
was one i jan. 2016 and i can see we are on 1.13 now) but no release note on it and the only thing it did for me is break the
game totaly.

Here is what happend after last patch ... i started the game and all i got was a black screen and background music (program
not responding) so after a few tries i finaly got it closed by force. 2. try i restarted it this time in window mode and it started
normaly and i tried to load game, it loaded and i came into an empty base and all my charectors died and i was given the
option to load again or return to main menu. Tried to load a few times same result so i figured new patch save games dont
work.

So i started a new game there are 3 game modes and 2 of them didnt do anything after i selected charectors and clicked start,
so i tried the 3 it let me click start but all i got was a black screen game dosn't crash it just give me black screen and
background music after a few min. i forced the game to close.

I just tell it like it is, the game is unplayble im very sad i paid money for this game and i hope no one else pays money for this
game unless the devs wake up and fix it, steam need to pull this game down since it's broken and the devs ignore the player
not even responding when asked if we can expect a new patch.

I'm not saying its a hox game yet coz i don't know what going on with the dev team but unless they respond soon i'll black list
this dev team forever and do what ever i can to spread the word.

And to steam please wake up and test the products your selling this hurts you too, i've always ben a big fan but i'm not going
to support greenlights when you keep selling games that is so broken you can't even play them.

I'll give this game 0/10 as its not even a game right now only a start menu.. This game is good i can't stop playing
You need to get deeper in to it at the start I was like hmmzzz boringg
But if you find out what things you can do in the game... it's amazing
Nice loot system the higher you go in floors the harder it gets
Upgrade your stats defend your room find blue prints super cool crafting system
Cool missions this game for me is a 9/10 don't know why its so mixed...
. Very Good and realistic Game!
PROS
very realistic
lots of options
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fun
lots of vehicels

CONS
glitchy (but playable)
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Short, challenging platformer with minimalistic graphics. You need timing, concentration and a little bit of luck eventually to
get through.

Positive:

+ Challenging, yet not impossible
+ Great Soundtrack
+ Different good ideas for the levels
+ Never gets boring and keeps you playing

Negative:

- Rather short (more neutral, than bad)
- Difficulty of the levels is random
- Controls are VERY sensitive
- Senseless achievement spamm
- Bugged achievements (you will need a keyboard to get them all). My original review is below, and for early access.

So, upon reflection, I don't think I can recommend this. The stages are all way too similar, the combat isn't actually terribly
deep... the game just fails to draw you in. It's boring, plain and simple.

-----

I got this on a whim. I'm a very long time fan of Samus in melee, so when I saw the Ares character I was like "alright I'll give it
a try." And I played as Ares for a while. But then I found out there was a character creator... oh boy did I have fun in that.
I made the tallest dude possible and gave him a gerald from hey arnold haircut, made everything on him the brightest gold I
could and made all his moves as extra (lingo extra for the uninitiated, look it up) as possible.

The fighting is fun, it could stand to have one more attack or something, it's missing just oooone extra bit of required effort by
the player I think. Maybe. Or maybe I just need to try and focus on the combat depth a bit more... probably that, because when I
put the AI level on anything but "embarrassingly low" I get walloped.

The AI is good, I like it. Much better than smash bros AI...

The stages need some color variety please. I can only look at vaguely blue green lights for so long before I want something else.
Also there need to be more of them, but I imagine that's coming.

Since there is no known context like in smash bros, some bios on these people, a teensy bit of plot would be nice. I like to have
some vague knowledge of who I am and who I'm fighting so there's a point. Except my custom character, I know his story. His
objective is to be the most flamboyant teleporting scorpion-chain from MK-using flippy kicks mother♥♥♥♥er in the galaxy,
and boy does he succeed.

I'll definitely play this whenever I get that smash bros itch. But please, some color and environment variety so the game doesn't
get stale after like 5 hours. Also maybe some of the characters should be less "kid in baggy suit" ish? I get one, but four (three?
idk it was more than one which is too many). That's fine really since there are like 20 characters (+1 fabulous man).

Overall, if you like smash bros, you'll enjoy this. I can tell there's depth there and am eager to master it. There's the right amount
of silliness and seriousness. I just need a reason to be beating these people up.

Very good, looking forward to a completed product.. So much love for this!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Viyr1TNZHaA. Very basic, graphics and gameplay, when you consider THE MOVIES
game was over ten years ago this game seems to be ten years before that, lacking in content and playability.
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In making your own movies? well unless this games animation improves later on with owning a studio, forget it.

I found this game boring for the most part but might revisit it because I like the genre.

Don't waste your money hopefully a decent updated movie game will come along soon.

Summary - Plays like an old Commadore 64, text and pictures and not much action also webpages link not working.. DO NOT
BUY.

While the game has some interesting elements and occasionally hilarious dialogue, the cons outweigh the pros. The "organic,
intuitive" hint system is arbitrary at best, providing least help for difficult puzzles and excessive help for easy ones. It's also
incapable of telling how much you have already solved.

Much worse than that is the terrible handling of an extremely interesting plot. Aside from terrible pacing and difficulty knowing
where to go next at times for story progression, the most important and crucial revelations are revealed through sudden,
unexpected dialogue options or unintuitive question choices. Solemn and important scenes are switched into humor or blase
gameplay so quickly that you have no time to process the emotional signifigance. Certain questions arise about the main plot -
huge questions - that are either answered in the bonus content or not at all.

Puzzle answers are just obvious enough to frustrate the player when their solution fails to work and then are told by the hint
system to do exactly what they've done. Some very interesting puzzles are handled so poorly that instead of admiring the system
you curse whoever wrote it.

 Scenes provide enormous eyecandy that you cannot interact with, and then numerous repeated items that you CAN click but
have no point. Achieving 100% completeion takes either several playthroughs or use of a guide (I can confidently say I would
never have finished without a guide due to the unintuitiveness of some puzzles), without content changing a bit. The bonus
content is decent but not a selling point.

All told, this game is at best a sub-par, disappointing waste of great potential. Not terrible, but could just be so much better..
This game does not work in windows 7 . It crashes constantly to the blue screen of death . No matter how low the price it is not
worth it . I like the concept , the 46 minutes i've been able to play with 3 hard crashes ruin it though .. A reasonable upgrade
from the first.Not overly impressed, but the optimisation is better here than in MXGP3.
I have not invested alot of time due owing over 250 games and never knowing what to play? LOL

Anyway this game is worth about 40 AUDS which is what I paid for it on sale.

7.5 out of 10 score rating.

PS: I must admit Milestone has improved alot in recent times and do not ever compare their games with MX vs ATV series!
I think they are both very different games in terms of feel and design. I just prefer the MXGP series mainly because of the
Unreal Engine which is superior!. Couldn't find a match in Europe, quite dissapointing considering the potential - good Unreal4
graphics, interesting concept.. It's not too hard to make a Streets of Rage spoof but it's hard to make one that stands out among
the innumerable spoofs, homages, and rip-offs out there. Big Action Mega Fight! tries to be funny and cute but comes across as
obnoxious and quickly gets very boring with it's bland, lifeless and repetitive levels, a tiny amount of characters, and forgetable
music. The moves are very basic with only punching and a few silly specials available. There's no kicking, no grappling, no
jumping, and no combos.

At 38 levels across various parts of a city it's mercifully short and works fine as a casual game to eat up five or ten minutes here
and there. But once you finish this you'll never think of it again. The achievements do not pop on-screen nor do they tally in the
stats, so you'll never know where you stand with some of the grinding achievements, meaning you have to revert back to the
Steam overlay to check, which is annoying.

At this price point, I can't complain, but a classic is certainly ain't.
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Version 1.1:
The newest version 1.1 is now ready for download. Please uninstall older version first.
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